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ABSTRACT
To better image deformation structures within the inner accretionary wedge of the
Nankai Trough, Japan, we apply common reflection angle migration to a legacy twodimensional seismic data set acquired with a 6 km streamer cable. In this region,
many seismic surveys have been conducted to study the seismogenic zone related to
plate subduction. However, the details of the accreted sediments beneath the Kumano forearc basin are still unclear due to the poor quality of seismic images caused
by multiple reflections, highly attenuated signals, and possibly complex geological
structures. Generating common image gathers in the subsurface local angle domain
rather than the surface offset domain is more advantageous for imaging geological
structures that involve complex wave paths and poor illumination. By applying this
method, previously unseen structures are revealed in the thick accreted sediments.
The newly imaged geometric features of reflectors, such as the folds in the shallow
part of the section and the deep reflectors with stepwise discontinuities, imply deformation structures with multiple thrust faults. The reflections within the deep accreted
sediments (approximately 5 km) are mainly mapped to far angles (30°–50°) in the
common reflection angles, which correspond to the recorded offset distances greater
than 4.5 km. This result indicates that the far offset/angle information is critical to
image the deformation structures at depth. The new depth image from the common
reflection angle migration provides seismic evidence of multiple thrust faults and their
relationship with the megathrust fault that is essential for understanding the structure
and evolution of the Nankai Trough seismogenic zone.
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INTRODUCTION
In the Nankai Trough seismogenic zone, large earthquakes
and tsunamis have occurred repeatedly (Ando 1975), and
many seismic surveys have been conducted to study the geophysical and geological features using multi-channel seismic
systems and ocean-bottom seismographs (Park et al. 1999,
2002; Kodaira et al. 2000; Nakanishi et al. 2002, 2008; Taira
∗ E-mail:
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et al. 2005; Moore et al. 2007). The regional crustal structures are generally considered to be part of a megathrust fault
system, and the detailed structures in the outer accretionary
wedge are well imaged. However, the structural details in the
inner accretionary wedge composed of thick accreted sediments beneath the Kumano forearc basin are still unclear.
The previous images in the deep sediments are unclear because
of severe multiple reflections, highly attenuated signals, and
possibly complex geological structures. Even with the depth
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imaging results from the three-dimensional (3D) seismic data
set acquired with 4.5 km cables (Moore et al. 2009), it is
difficult to determine the deep structure and its relationship
with the megathrust fault because of the limitation of effective offset distances. The two-dimensional (2D) seismic data
set acquired with a 6 km cable (Taira et al. 2005) is more
promising to image the complex structures at depth than the
3D seismic data set. This 2D data set was processed in 2004,
and the final section was a pre-stack time migration image. In
the imaging of complex subsurface that involves large, lateral
velocity changes and complex wave paths, the accurate imaging of geological features requires pre-stack depth migration.
To better understand the deformation details, we generate the
depth image by applying recent preconditioning methods and
an advanced depth migration technique to this legacy 2D data
set.
The beam migration method is an efficient and powerful ray-based migration method to image complex geological
structures that considers multi-path arrivals rather than singlearrivals as in the conventional Kirchhoff migration (Hill 2001;
Vinje, Roberts and Taylor 2008; Sherwood et al. 2009). When
imaging geological structures that involve complex wave paths
and poor illumination, the direct generation of common image gathers in a subsurface angle domain rather than a surface offset domain has advantages to improve image accuracy.
Common reflection angle migration (CRAM1 ) is an advanced
beam migration technique based on the reflection angle measured at subsurface image points (Koren and Ravve 2011).
On the other hand, recent migration methods based on the
wave equation, such as reverse time migration, are also effective for imaging complex structures (e.g. Baysal, Kosloff
and Sherwood 1983; Etgen, Gray and Zhang 2009). However, these methods require a more reliable velocity model for
reconstructing subsurface wavefields, and have a higher computational cost than beam migration methods. The output of
CRAM are amplitude preserved, angle domain gathers that
can also be used for an efficient velocity model update via
grid-based reflection tomography and subsequent amplitudeversus-angle analysis. In this study, we use CRAM as the advanced beam migration technique.
Our primary objective is to better understand the deformation structures within the thick accreted sediments beneath
the forearc basin via new depth imaging. First, we briefly review the method of CRAM. Then, we present our case study
applying this method to the legacy 2D data set and show com-
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parison tests on migration methods and effective offset length
for depth imaging. After discussing structural features with
borehole information and analogue model experiments, we
finally present a new structural interpretation based on the
updated depth image. The new depth image provides seismic
evidence that reveals deformation structures in the Nankai
Trough inner accretionary wedge due to plate subduction and
the accretion process.

METHOD
The common reflection angle migration (CRAM) was developed as a kind of beam migration (Koren and Ravve
2011). Asymptotic ray tracing is performed assuming oneway diffraction rays from the subsurface image points to the
surface sources and receivers (Fig. 1). The take-off angles from
the image point are measured around a given local normal to a
background reflection surface for each source ray and receiver
ray. A system of source and receiver ray pairs is formed, and
the recorded seismic data could be mapped into a local angle
domain based on the reflection angles at the subsurface image
points. In the two-dimensional (2D) case, the reflectivity I at
the subsurface image point M can be expressed with opening
angle γ and normal dip ν,

Iγ (M, γ ) = K (M, ν, γ ) H2 sin νdν,
(1)
where K is the kernel of the reflection integrand with the
integration weight W and the filtered and amplitude-weighted
input data L (see details in Koren and Ravve 2011),
K (M, ν, γ ) = W (M, ν, γ ) L (M, ν, γ ) .

(2)

The obliquity factor H is the magnitude of the slowness
that is summed from the incident and reflected rays, which is
the absolute value of the gradient of two-way traveltime T,
H = |∇T|. Finally, this migration method constructs common
image gathers (CIGs), with the true reflection angles at the
imaging points, by summing all seismic events with the same
reflection angle. Generating common image gathers directly in
the subsurface local angle domain rather than the surface offset domain is advantageous when imaging complex geological
areas. The angle-dependent amplitude variation can be used
for reliable amplitude versus angle analysis.
In general beam migration methods, seismic wavelets that
are decomposed into ‘beams’ by slant stacking are mapped in
the model space along each ray centre with spatial weights
(e.g. Sherwood et al. 2009). In CRAM, a local slant stack operation is performed for each central ray pair for the source
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Figure 1 Schematics of ray tracing in the CRAM method for (a) a 2D marine seismic data acquisition system with an airgun source and a
multi-channel hydrophone streamer. (b) The local reflection angle is defined as the opening angle γ that is based on one-way ray tracing for
each source ray and receiver ray from the subsurface imaging point to surface sources and receivers. The normal dip ν is defined as the dip angle
of the normal to a reflector from the vertical axis.

and receiver rays (Koren and Ravve 2011). The size of the
beam operator is related to the computed Fresnel zones, and
the optimal beams are computed along image points in the
vicinity of the central image points. This procedure has the
advantage that the primary event imaging is enhanced by substantially attenuating different types of multiples and various
kinds of noise.
The CIGs are used to extract residual moveout (RMO),
which measure the accuracy of the background velocity model
used for ray tracing. Using the RMO, the velocity model is
iteratively updated via grid-based reflection tomography to
minimize the velocity error and optimize the seismic reflection image. In the grid-based reflection tomography that is
used in this study, the following are utilized as sources for
the RMO calculation: (1) manually picked model horizons,
(2) manually picked inter-layer horizons and (3) automatically picked inter-layer horizons. The inter-layer horizons are
any discontinuous reflectors that cannot be defined as a single model horizon. Similar to any traditional horizon-based
tomography methods, we first manually pick model horizons
that are well-defined horizons throughout the section. However, in complex areas such as our study area, there are many
inter-layer horizons that can also be included for velocity error calculation. Automatically picked inter-layer horizons are
extracted based on the continuity of the background seismic
section. Then, the RMO calculated along the depth migrated
gathers for all the offsets/angles and different types of RMO
attributes are stored in a specialized data repository called
Pencil. Pencil points are all points on both the manually and
automatically picked horizons and are candidates for ray tracing sources in reflection tomography.
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Figure 2 shows an example of the Pencil points generated from both manual and automatic picking. In the stacked
section of Fig. 2(a,b), the coloured points represent the manually picked model horizons and inter-layer horizons, while
the black points represent the automatically picked inter-layer
horizons. Those Pencil points are displayed along with depth
migrated gathers and the calculated RMO curves (green lines
in Fig. 2a,b). Since this can include a large number of possibly erroneous auto-picked points, a rigorous quality control
to edit the erroneous points is necessary. To use only reliable
Pencil points for the tomography, we can perform a filtering/masking process based on different RMO attributes and
values. The edited Pencil points are shown in Fig. 2(c) after the
Pencil points were filtered using the maximum RMO change
and maximum semblance values (Fig. 2d).
CASE STUDY
Data
The two-dimensional (2D) seismic data acquisition was
carried out in the Nankai Trough off the Kii Peninsula in
southwest Japan (Taira et al. 2005). The seismic survey was
comprised a total of approximately 1500 km of full-fold,
multi-channel 2D seismic data in the deep water area between
2000 and 4000 m depth (Fig. 3a). The seismic data were
recorded with a 6 km hydrophone streamer that had 480
receiver groups with 12.5 m spacing. The depth of the air guns
and streamer were 6 m and 10 m, respectively. In this study,
we selected line ODKM03-L (Fig. 3b) because the line crosses
a drilled hole (C0002) of the International Ocean Discovery
Program (e.g. Tobin et al. 2015). To acquire the data, a single
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Figure 2 The locations of Pencil points that are storing RMO attributes and the visualized masking/editing process to remove the erroneous
RMO auto-picks. (a) Manually picked model horizons and inter-layer horizons (represented by the coloured lines) and automatically picked
inter-layer horizons (represented by the black points) along the stacked section, and (b) RMO calculated along the gathers in the 3D view at
all the available Pencil points (represented by the bright green lines). (c) Pencil points for the actual tomography calculation after masking the
possible erroneous RMO picks based on different RMO attribute types/values. (d) Examples of masking/filtering by the maximum RMO change
(left) and the maximum semblance value (right). The shaded areas are the filtered values.

4240 cubic-inch source array was fired at 50 m spacing, and
the total number of shots along the 47 km survey line was
943.
The initial data processing was performed with conventional preconditioning and pre-stack time migration in 2004
(Fig. 3c,d). Figure 4 shows the common midpoint ensembles
of the field records after applying only a 3–90 Hz bandpass
filter and a t 2 gain correction. The reflection signals in the
accreted sediments are highly attenuated, and the deep target
regions are smeared with the multiple reflections. As a result
of these effects with the legacy data processing, no clear reflectors were imaged in the accreted sediments beneath the
Kumano forearc basin (Fig. 3d).
Data processing, velocity update and final migration
To improve the preconditioning for the input of pre-stack
depth migration (PSDM), we reprocessed the data from the
original field records with air gun bubble removal, swell noise
suppression, random noise attenuation, source–receiver ghost
removal, multiple reflection attenuation, surface consistent
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deconvolution, Q compensation and zero phase conversion.
A surface-related multiple attenuation and an apex parabolic
radon demultiple were applied to attenuate severe multiple
reflections around the target depth. The preconditioned common midpoint (CMP) ensembles are shown in Fig. 5. The multiple reflections are attenuated, and the broadband responses
are well recovered by the preconditioning. These improvements from 2004 legacy preconditioning are important for
better velocity estimation and depth migration in the deep
part of the inner accretionary wedge.
A migration velocity model was built by several iterations of reflection tomography. The starting velocity model
was a smoothed version of a velocity model derived by full
waveform inversion (FWI) using ocean-bottom seismographs
(OBS) wide-angle seismic data (Kamei, Pratt and Tsuji 2013)
acquired with a longer two-dimensional (2D) survey line along
the 2D multi-channel seismic (MCS) survey line (Fig. 2a,
Nakanishi et al. 2008). Although the FWI model represents
a good high-resolution velocity structure, the analysed phases
(refraction and wide-angle reflections) and dominant wave
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Figure 3 Location maps and PSTM sections of the legacy 2D seismic survey in the Nankai Trough off the Kii Peninsula in southwest Japan. (a)
Regional map of the survey area; the red line indicates the seismic line processed in this study, ODKM03-L (Taira et al. 2005), and the black
line is the OBS survey line (Nakanishi et al. 2008). (b) Enlarged map of the processed line with CMP numbers. The yellow circle indicates the
scientific ocean drilling hole IODP C0002. (c) The legacy PSTM section in 2004 with the previous interpretation. (d) Enlarged image of target
area shown in the blue dashed line box in (c).
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Figure 4 CMP ensembles and averaged frequency spectra of the field data with the application of a 3–90 Hz bandpass filter and
a t 2 gain correction. High attenuation and
multiple reflections are observed beneath the
sediment layers.

paths using the OBS data are different from those of the MCS
data. Because the spacing of OBS deployment was 1 km, the
FWI velocity model in the shallow depth between OBSs may
be uncertain. Therefore, the model update based on the residual moveout on the migrated image gathers is necessary for
optimal MCS reflection imaging.
Three iterations of grid-based tomography with 100 m
spacing were performed by repeating the process with RMO
on the Pencil points until the gathers became flatter and the
velocity update generally converged. The improvement of the
velocity model can be confirmed with quality control panels.
For example, the common image gathers (CIGs) and the relative residuals at CMP 4300 are shown in Fig. 6(a,b). The
reflections were clearly flattened on the CIGs, and the semblance panel indicated that they are also better illuminated and
have relative residuals less than ±10%. The updated velocity
is in better agreement with the measured sonic velocity along
the IODP C0002 holes than the initial velocity (Fig. 6c). Furthermore, the comparison of depth migrated gathers and their
stacked sections for initial velocity and the final velocity are
shown in Fig. 7. The gathers are flatter overall (Fig. 7a,c), and
the depth migrated section shows an obvious improvement
in the image at the boundary of the sediments, the top of the
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inner accretionary wedge (red square) and the deeper area (red
circle) where reflectors were previously not imaged (Fig. 7b,d).
Finally, we tested the effect of different maximum offset distances by conducting PSDM by limiting the offset of
the input gathers to 4.5 km, and compared this result with the
result for the maximum offset of 6.0 km. We also applied conventional Kirchhoff migration for comparison using the same
pre-processed data and migration velocity model. CRAM and
Kirchhoff migration, respectively, took about 30 minutes and
7 minutes with 64 CPU parallel computation including ray
tracing and generating migration gathers and their stacked
images.

RESULTS
We obtained a depth section by stacking the image gathers
with an angle domain mute applied on the common image
gathers. Figure 8 shows the final section of the target area (see
Fig. 2) imaged by common reflection angle migration with the
6 km full offset. The shallow sedimentary layer of the Kumano forearc basin is composed of slightly landward dipping
sedimentary layers that are mainly approximately 1 km thick
and partially 2 km thick. Just below the sedimentary layers,
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Figure 5 CMP ensembles and averaged frequency spectra of the pre-processed data.
Multiple reflections are attenuated, and
broadband responses are well recovered.

several folded structures can be observed (Fig. 8a, yellow triangles). In the 3–6 km thick accreted sediments between the
sedimentary basin and the dipping strong reflector known as
the megathrust fault, some curved reflectors with stepwise discontinuities are clearly recognized at approximately 4–6 km
depth (Fig. 8a, red triangles). The thickness of the lower layer
between the reflectors and the megathrust increases towards
the landward side. Spatial variation of the velocity seems to
be consistent with these geometrical features (Fig. 8b). The
megathrust fault characterized by the strong reflections with
spatial amplitude variation is clearly imaged around the depth
of 6–10 km. The shape of the megathrust is slightly wavy. Just
above the megathrust fault, several landward dipping reflectors appear to be corresponding to the wavy shape of the
megathrust (Fig. 8a, blue open triangles).
DISCUSSION
Comparison of migration results
Figure 9 shows the migration stacked sections comparing
the different maximum offset distances and pre-stack depth
migration (PSDM) methods using the same pre-processed data
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and the same velocity model. Common image gathers (CIGs)
extracted at common midpoint 4300 of the different PSDM
methods are shown in Fig. 10. In the comparison of maximum offset distance (Fig. 9a,b), reflectors of key horizons
(indicated with red triangles) in the deep sediments approximately 4–6 km in depth are imaged with better continuity
using the 6 km maximum offset than the 4.5 km maximum
offset. When we focus on the reflections at approximately
5 km depth, higher amplitude reflections, with possible variation with reflection angles, are mapped to the far angle range
of approximately 30°–50° (Fig. 10, red circles). These reflections seem to mostly correspond to the recorded offset range
of greater than 4.5 km. This result indicates that the far offset/angle information is critical to image the deep deformation
structures.
While the reflectors in the accreted sediments are clearly
imaged by the common reflection angle migration (CRAM),
they could not be imaged by conventional Kirchhoff PSDM
(Fig. 9b,c). The CRAM method can more effectively illuminate the far offset reflections than Kirchhoff migration
in such deformed structures in the deeper depth range beneath the forearc basin; and the deep reflectors are better
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Figure 6 Quality control panels for the velocity updated via reflection tomography. (a) CIG and relative residuals at CMP 4300 with the initial
velocity model and (b) the final velocity model. The reflections were flattened on the CIG, and better illuminated on the residual panels. The
relative residuals were mostly reduced to less than ±10%. (c) Comparison of the velocity profiles along the IODP C0002 holes; initial model,
final model and sonic velocity (compiled from logging data from the IODP Expeditions 319 (Saffer et al. 2010), 338 (Strasser et al. 2014) and
348 (Tobin et al. 2015)).

Figure 7 Comparison of CIGs at different CMP locations (every 200 CMPs), and their stacked sections. (a) and (b) are using the initial velocity
model and (c) and (d) are using the updated velocity model.

imaged with CRAM rather than Kirchhoff PSDM. This image
improvement can be derived from the following advantages of
the CRAM method: illumination of the image points from all
directions, and preservation of amplitudes and phases even
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in complex areas that cause multi-arrivals and ray caustics
(Koren, Xu and Kosloff 2002). The reflection signals mapped
to CIGs in the angle domain have a higher contribution for
imaging than in the offset domain (Fig. 10b,c), by using
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Figure 8 Final CRAM result in the target range indicated in Fig. 2(c). (a) Stacked section with key events indicated: yellow arrows indicate
shallow folded structures, red triangles and blue open triangles indicate key reflectors in the thick sediments. (b) Stacked section overlaid with
the final velocity model with the interpretation of key horizons. Red lines indicate the folded and faulted reflectors in the accreted sediments,
and the dashed lines are the possible thrust fault geometry, and the bold grey line is the megathrust fault.

multi-arrivals that causes continuous migrated events for a
wide range of reflection angles (Koren et al. 2002; Ravve and
Koren 2011). Furthermore, reflection signals are substantially
enhanced from the remnant noise or diffractions during the local slant stack operation (Fig. 10b,c). This comparison demonstrates the advantages to image the deep complex structures
by generating the common image gathers in the subsurface angle domain and by involving all arrivals from different wave
paths at the image points.
Borehole information
Figure 11 shows a comparison of the migrated section with
synthetic seismograms and logging-while-drilling data indicating structural features: velocity, resistivity, gamma ray and
bedding dip angles. The synthetic seismograms are generated
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by convolving the Ricker wavelet (fpeak = 16 Hz) with the reflectivity based on the velocity and the density converted from
the velocity using Gardner’s equation. The bedding dip angles
are generally high (70°–90°) in the accretionary sediments, but
several smaller dip angles as low as 30°–60° can be observed.
The dip angle variations may also imply the local dip changes
due to faulting or folding. The steep dip angles may imply
over-rolled bedding planes due to thrust fault development,
and variations of other logs indicate short period lithology
changes. Although the seismic data can image general structures such as anticlines and key reflectors within the dipping
layers, it is difficult to image such steep and fine-scale dip
angle variations with sufficient resolution beneath the forearc
basin in the study area. Fukuchi et al. (2017) reconstructed the
palaeo-geothermal structure via vitrinite reflectance analysis
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Figure 9 Comparison of PSDM sections: (a) CRAM with a 4.5 km maximum offset, (b) with a 6 km maximum offset and (c) Kirchhoff migration
with a 6 km maximum offset. Yellow dashed lines indicate the location of CMP 4300 for extracted CIGs in Fig. 10.

Figure 10 Examples of CIGs with different PSDM at CMP4300 from Fig. 9. (a) CRAM with a 4.5 km maximum offset, and (b) with a 6.0 km
maximum offset and (c) Kirchhoff migration with a 6 km maximum offset. Red circles indicate reflections that are significantly visible in the
far angle range (30°–50°). The blue block arrow indicates diffractions or remnant noise.

using mainly drill cuttings from the C0002 borehole, and the
results indicate a generally increasing trend with depth and
several temperature reversals. The reversals suggest the presence of thrust faults, and one of those thrust faults with a vertical offset of approximately 700 m is inferred approximately
2400–2600 m below the sea floor (approximately 4400–4600
m below mean sea level). The structural features that indicate
the thrust fault system in the seismic images are comparable
to the borehole information.
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Structural interpretation
The pre-stack depth migration image via common reflection
angle migration revealed evidence of deformation structures in
the inner accretionary wedge. A new structural interpretation
based on the new image is presented in Fig. 12. The anticlines
just below the Kumano forearc basin imply the compressional
deformations in the deeper section before sedimentation of
the shallower basin layer separated by an unconformity. The
identified geometric features of the reflectors (e.g. folds in the
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Figure 11 Comparison of the seismic image and borehole data. (a) Migration image with synthetic seismogram overlaid and (b) logging
while drilling data including P-wave velocity (Vp), resistivity (RES), gamma ray (GR) and dip angles (modified from Tobin et al. 2015).
(c) Palaeo-geothermal structure reconstructed via vitrinite reflectance analysis using mainly borehole cuttings (modified from Fukuchi et al.
2017).

shallow part, the horizons with stepwise discontinuities and
the landward thickening of the lower layer) define the deformation structures of multiple thrust faults accompanying minor back thrusts within the thick accreted sediments (Fig. 12a).
The landward dipping detachment planes of the in-sequence
thrusts may converge to the megathrust with slightly wavy
ramps. The megathrust might have acted as a décollement
for the shallower multiple thrusts during the ancient accretion process, which is similar to the thrust and fold development in the outer wedge of the modern accretion process
(Fig. 12b). Górszczyk, Operto and Malinowski (2017) shows
similar deformed thrusts in the inner accretionary wedge based
on FWI velocity model in the Eastern Nankai Trough subduction zone.
Previous studies (e.g. Tsuji et al. 2017) documented spatial variations in the geometry of the ancient and present
megasplay faults, but significant along-strike changes may be
less likely. This is because the plate subducting direction that
affected the inner wedge deformation was almost perpendicular to the trench axis and the present oblique subduction
may have little effect on the inner wedge geometry. Our result
shows a basic structural architecture and further study using
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other two-dimensional lines and three-dimensional volume
will be useful for investigating the detailed spatial variation of
structures.
Analogue model experiments are useful for understanding the structure development and its interpretation.
The interpreted structural features of the multiple thrusts
are comparable to several analogue model experiments
simulating the plate subduction and accretion process with
thrust fault development (e.g. McClay and Whitehouse 2004;
Yamada, Baba and Matsuoka 2006). An example of an
analogue model experiment (Fig. 12c) shows the development
of sequential thrust faults involving multiple small-scale
back thrusts within one sequence unit, and the possibility
of the thicker inner wedge than the outer wedge caused by
well-developed thrust faults during the long accretion process.
The accreted and deformed structures were consequently
covered by basin sediments with the remaining ancient deformation. Most of the ancient thrusts above the megathrust are
inactive in the present day from the features of no active deformation in the Kumano forearc basin due to the thrust fault
movement in the deeper section. The megathrust fault is now
recognized as a plate boundary décollement and is considered
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Figure 12 Structural interpretation of the final migration result, and a comparison with an analogue model experiment. (a) Structural interpretation of our target area and (b) the migration result of the entire ODKM03-L line overlaid with the structural interpretation. (c) An example
of an analogue model experiment simulating plate subduction (modified from Yamada et al. 2006). Dashed lines represent back thrusts.

an active fault that may possibly generate large earthquakes
(e.g. Tsuji et al. 2017).

CONCLUSIONS
We obtained new seismic evidence that is essential to understand the detailed structures in the Nankai Trough seismogenic zone. Previously unseen structures are imaged by
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the common reflection angle migration using legacy twodimensional seismic data. The applied migration method
based on the subsurface local angle domain image gathers
is effective for the improved imaging of complex geological
structures beneath the Kumano forearc basin. Our comparison test demonstrates that the far offset/angle information is
critical to image the deformation structures at depth. The new
seismic reflection image clarified the structures of multiple
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thrust fault populations, which is characterized by the anticlines in the shallow part of the section and the reflectors with
stepwise discontinuities. The structural features in the seismic
images are comparable to the borehole information and the
analogue model experiments. These deformation structures in
the inner accretionary wedge suggest a close relationship with
the megathrust fault activity.
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